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rupee, English form of ruplya (q.v. ); silver coin equal to

16 annas and 64 paisas.

ruplya (rupiah), Muhammadan name of rupya, rupaka or

rupyaka (q.v.); same as modern rupee.

rupya, same as rupaka or rupyaka (q.v.); same as modern

rupee .

sdhanikdti, supposed to be the name of a coin.

saldgai, Tamil; name of a coin also called palansaldgai

(accu); probably had the shape of a saldkd.

saldkd, same as Tamil saldgai.

sambiranippalan-gdsu, see kdsu.

sdna, name of a weight or a coin 40 rails in weight; equal
to 4 mdsas; sometimes regarded as 32 ratis and called niska and

tanka; rarely also regarded as equal to 24 or 20 ratis.

sdna-pdda, same as mdsa (q.v.).

sdnaka, same as sdna (q.v.).

sarsapa, sometimes called 'red sarsapa*; a small unit of

measurement.

sdsukdni, also called sdsukdni- tanka', same as sasghdni.

sdsukdni- tanka, same as sdsukdni or sasghdm.

sasghdm, Tughluk coin, 4 jitals in weight and value.

satamdna, the weight of 320 ratis; literally, 'a hundred

units ofmeasurement', the unit probably being the manjddi (q.v. ) ;

also called pala and niska (320 ratis of gold or silver);

during the medieval period, sometimes regarded as 160 ratis;

name sometimes applied to an ancient gold coin.

satera, also spelt sateraka; probably the same as Greek

stater; regarded as equal to 2 dinaras.

sateraka, same as satera (q.v.).

sauvarna, same as suvarna (q.v. ).

senapaka-kkuligai, see kuligai, gulikd, etc.

siglos, name of the silver coin (86.45 grains ) of ancient

Iran.

sinna, same as cinna (q.v. ).

sodasi, also called sodasikd; probably, one-sixteenth of

the standard silver coin in weight or value; cf. pana.

sodasikd, same as sodasi (q.v. ).

soliya-kkdsu, 'the Cola kdsu (copper coin)'; see kdsu.

sresthi-jirna-visvamalla-priya,
'

probably a mistake for jirna-

srejthi-ivisvamalla-priya, 'old coin minted by Sresthin Visvamalla*.


